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Student Policy Zone: 
Academic Regulations & Procedures

• The IMMJ program is an off campus UoB Program and 
the UoB Academic Regulations & Procedures apply. 



Student Policy Zone: 
Academic Regulations & Procedures

• Find a handy link on our student website. 



Course Structure & Level of Study

The MA programme is governed by UK and the University of Boltons University’s 
regulations and credit scheme. This requires you to undertake and complete 180 
credits during the programme.  

There are 3 Terms, each Term comprises 2 modules. 6 modules in total. Practice 
Modules = 40 credits, Theory Modules = 20 credits 



Course Structure & Level of Study

Self-directed study can take many forms. Important examples are: Working on assignments; Required 
readings, Self-directed reading around your subject; Researching and gathering information; Planning and 
preparing for activities; Reviewing and refining your work; Practicing skills and techniques, Learning new 
multimedia tools and platforms, Undertaking formative tasks; Working with peers; Liaising with 
organisations and individuals and so on. Sometimes you will be assigned specific tasks for self study, you 
will often be guided but many times you are expected to be autonomous and take responsibly for directing 
your own self study.  

As you progress through the programme we expect you to exhibit an increasing capacity for self-
determined independent study and thinking. Term 1 starts off with weekly in-class sessions and fixed 
assignments. In the following terms, there are gradually less contact hours and more self study. You’ll need 
to manage your time carefully. In terms 2 & 3 we aim too support your self study by setting intermittent 
deadlines to monitor your progress and offer critical feedback. However your projects will all have different 
methods and approaches and ultimately you will need to define, set and stick to your own time managed 
study plan. Meeting all scheduled deadlines is critical. 

Self-directed hours depend on the credit-weighting and scheduled class hours for the module – for example 
a 40 credit module requires 400 hours of study time – for example if a module has 100 hours of 
contact teaching (including lectures, seminars, tutorials etc.) students are expected to put in a minimum of 
an additional 300 hours of self-directed study. You can find this information in the individual module specs.



Course structure: 3 Terms / 6 modules

TERM 1: 

16 weeks: Sept 17, 2018 - Jan 4, 2019 

• PRE-READING WEEK:  Sept 17 - Sept 27 

• INDUCTION DAY: Sept 27 

• TEACHING WEEKS: (8 weeks): Oct 1  - Jan 4 (Excluding intensive & reading weeks) 

• INTENSIVE WEEK 1.1: Oct 22 - Oct 26 

• INTENSIVE WEEK 1.2: Dec 3 - Dec 7 

• READING WEEKS: (3 weeks) Check the calendar 

• For Terms 2 & 3 Check: Programme Calendar - http://www.immj-ma.org/calandar/

http://www.immj-ma.org/calandar/


Course structure: 3 Terms - 6 modules

• Teaching weeks = Mon & Tues all day, in-class, Weds - Fri dedicated to 
practical field assignments & reading


• Intensive Weeks = Mon to Fri all day, in-class


• Reading Weeks = Independent study. No in-class sessions (Though there 
may be occasional theory seminar or tutorials, please check calendar)


• Practical Weeks = Independent practical fieldwork. No in-class sessions 
(Though there may be occasional individual tutorials, please check calendar)


• Presentation Week = Present your final work with a self-evaluation


*These times are only meant as a guide and could be liable to change. Please 
check the CALENDAR & VLE for exact timetable information.


There are few holidays, so do not schedule vacations other than spring festival.



Intensives

Book them in your diaries, and 
make sure you clear commitments 
and schedules.


If you work part-time you’ll need to 
book some time off work to cover 
these. 



Course structure: Regular Teaching Weeks

Expected to study a 5-day week. Roughly 40 hours per week. For Term 1 this equates (roughly) to: 

• 2 x 6-hour days on campus for Practical Module  

• 1 x 2.5 hour evening seminar for Theory Module  

• 1 x day dedicated to Theory Module - research, writing and associated reading 

• 2 x days to complete your Practical Module weekly assignments and associated reading 

 M — Seminars / Workshops / Critiques / Class Exercise10am — 4/5pm 

 T — Seminars / Workshops / Critiques / Class Exercise 10am — 4.00pm 

 T — Theory seminar 4.30pm - 6.30pm 

 W — Theory Reading / Writing 

 T — Research / Reporting Weekly assignment 

 F — Editing / Uploading Weekly assignment



Time management

• You’ll need to plan for around 40 hours each week. 



Modules Term 1



IMJ7001 Advanced Practice 1
This module introduces core practical news media production skills including photography, writing, video, audio 
and data visualisation, as well as corresponding editing techniques. The module also establishes fundamental 
news gathering skills such as research, interviewing, reporting, social media and ethics. You will develop skills and 
knowledge via workshops and seminars.


In developing short news feature assignments you will use different tools and mediums to publish online, 
exploring new ways of producing and presenting digital content. Critique sessions act as a platform for classroom 
discussion around practice, platforms, audiences and ethical issues in the changing media landscape.


The term includes two, one-week intensive workshops where students work on groups projects and external 
media specialists run skills workshops. 


Assessment: 

The first summative assessment requires you to develop a professional-standard digital platform. In the second 
assessment, you are required to produce a body of practical work (10 assignments; 7 individual and 3 group).


1. 20% – Digital Platform


2. 80% – Body of practical work (with supporting evidence - keep a diary, we recommend Padlet) 


Be sure to read the Module Specs. Each Weekly Assignment will have it’s own specific briefing in the class notes



Core Skills & Assignments

01 - Photography


02 - Text


03 - Audio


Intensive week 1.1 (Video Interview & Reporting 101)


04 - Basic Video


05 - Infographics


06 - Multimedia Storytelling


07 - Advanced Video


Intensive week 1.2 (Multimedia Storytelling)


08 - Social Media, Audience engagement & (Mobile reporting)



IMJ7002 Advanced Research & Study Skills

This module is designed to enable you to acquire the necessary higher-level 
knowledge and skills for postgraduate study and have the opportunity to put 
them into practice. You will develop and extend your research skills including an 
understanding of the research process and its relationship to practice. You will be 
encouraged to develop a deep understanding of critical ideas and issues 
appropriate to the discipline, as well as extending your critical and contextual 
knowledge. The module will develop and extend cognitive and intellectual skills 
and the process of research and appropriate methodologies within the context of 
the discipline. The module will develop your understanding of the research 
process and its relationship to practice with special attention to the issues of 
representation, ethics and narrative. Key themes and issues will include: 
transformations of the media economy, narrative and story; storytelling platforms.


Assessment:


1. 100% – Portfolio of written work (2 x 1200 word essays)



IMJ7002 Advanced Research & Study Skills

• Important note!


• We deliver SEMINARS not LECTURES, i.e., you need to prepare with the pre-
reading and contribute. It’s a guided discussion, so have something to say. 



Main Student Resource



Prepare

• You’ll need to do extensive preparatory readings for Theory 
Seminars 

• You’ll also sometimes need to do some prep for Practical 
seminars, at minimum you’ll need to scan through practical 
class notes and check what you need to bring to class each 
week. You should also take look at the assignment brief.  

• Pay careful attention to the publication. You’ll need to consider 
the style of the publication your assignment is aimed at.  

• Each week, you’ll get a assignment topic and you’ll need to 
pick an angle and pitch in class on Tuesdays. 



Intensives

Intensive 5 days, working from 10am thru late afternoon 
and occasional evenings. 

Intensive 1.1 covers reporting basics and video interviews. 
You’ll be sent to the field in groups with a professional to 
assist recording a professional interview.  

Intensive 1.2 wraps up and polishes all the skills of the first 
8 weeks with practical workshops / seminars. Each student 
will produce an individual multimedia story in 24 hours 
presented on Shorthand. 



Additional Notes & Changes to Schedule

Additional Notes & Changes to Schedule 

This week: Let me know if you need to register & do health check etc 

4 week of intensives in total over the year – it’s essential to be present 
for the duration, book time off now! 

During Term 1 occasional days in class may change, but this is rare. 
You will be notified in advance. 

During Term 1 some dates may change, due to the nature of work 
schedules of professionals we invite in for workshops. Again this is 
rare but does sometimes happen. You will be notified in advance.



Staff

Bolton 

DJ Clark - Program Founder & Fellow 

Sharron Lovell – Course leader / Practice Module Leader & Senior Lecturer 

Guo Rongfei - Practice Module Senior Lecturer 

Yan Cong – Theory Module Leader & Term 3 Dissertation Tutor 

BFSU 

Alina Zhang - student support



Your Assessment

•  Graded at the end of T1. Students must pass modules in order to proceed to T2 
modules 

•  No reworking assignments, if you made errors you should reflect on them and get 
things right for the next assignment. If you hand in a weekly assignments late, marks 
will be deducted.  

• We are looking for development and improvement rather than perfect assignments 
each time. For example if you have poor audio one week, we would expect you to 
rectify that the following week.  

• *NOTE: If you miss a weekly assignment, hand it in late, or complete it at a deeply 
unsatisfactory level, ie - you fail to meet key criteria. You will need to hand it in at a 
satisfactory level the following week. Unless you have mitigating circumstances this 
will affect your final grades. If you are consistently late with assignments you may need 
to repeat the module.(You will be liable for payment). 



Your Assessment - Deadlines

• Late submissions will have marks dedicated daily. More than 7 calendar 
days late is a fail and repeat or retake of module.  


• Extension - You can, in mitigating circumstances request a short deadline 
extension (up to 2 weeks). You’ll typically need documentation from a doctor. 
This may mean graduating late, but usually doesn’t. 


• Mitigating Circumstances - You can, in exceptional mitigating 
circumstances get a 6 week defer for your deadline. You’ll typically need 
documentation from a doctor. This usually means graduating late and is not 
advised as students become out of synch with peers and miss key 
scheduled tutorial support.


• Suspended studies - if you need to suspend studies due to ill health, see 
your Course Leader and check the policy in the Student Policy Zone. 



Your Assessment

• A student who fails one or more modules within a programme will be 
offered a second, final attempt. A second failure results in failing and 
finishing the programme.  

• When you fail a module your case will be taken to the exam board and a 
decision will be made whether you need to refer or repeat.  

• A refer means you will be given 6 weeks to resubmit your assignment. A 
repeat means you will need to resubmit and attend the module again the 
following academic year. The quality of the submission, attendance and 
engagement are all taken into account. 

• If you fail to submit any work to any module assessment you may need to 
repeat the module in the following year and in that case you will be 
subject to payment. 



Your Assessment

Defer means you submit the module assignment by a date as notified (usually 
6 weeks). Extra time is given without penalty, usually as a mitigating 
circumstances application has been made and has been accepted. Sometimes 
longer defer periods are granted.


Refer means you submit any failed items by a fixed date as notified (usually 6 
weeks). The module mark will be capped at 50%.


Repeat means you attend the module again in full next time it is available (The 
next academic year). The student has to pay the module fees, and marks are 
capped at 50% for the assessment.



Student Conduct
As a journalism student, you are bound by an additional set of ethical considerations. You should become familiar with 
the IMMJ Code of Ethics, which we will go through during Term 1. We also expect you to abide by all the principles 
listed here during your time in this class. 

• Accuracy: This is the fundamental requirement of news reporting. Credibility and professionalism rest on accuracy. 
Penalties for inaccuracies such as misspelled names or factual errors in a story will result grade drops. You 
will make many technical mistakes but reporting accuracy should be paramount and will seriously impact your grades.  

• Deadlines: Stories and assignments must be turned in on time. We deduct heavy marks for missing weekly 
deadlines, in later stages we will not give you feedback support if you miss interim deadlines. In the real world, 
reporters must meet deadlines daily. If your work is late, it does not matter how good it is.  

• Attendance: BE IN CLASS. There is a strict attendance policy. Regardless of whether an absence is notified or 
unauthorised, the University regards attendance below 80% in a module as potentially endangering a student’s 
progression and achievement as a substantial amount of material may have been missed. A poor attendance record 
can lead to a repeat module/period of study decision being made at an Assessment Board. (for which there may be a 
charge). If a student fails the module assessment and has poor attendance a repeat is likely to be given rather than a 
refer.  

• Grammar, style, spelling and punctuation: These are the basic tools of writing. You must master them thoroughly 
and quickly. GSP will count for a part of your grade on each major story. Tutors are here to assess your journalism, not 
your English. If the level of English hampers our compression, it will fail and you’ll need to resubmit. 



Quality Management

• 1st step is to directly approaching tutors, if you are unsatisfied we will refer 
you to Bolton / BSFU staff


•  3 levels of formal discussion:


•  Termly student surveys


•  Course committee / Student reps


•  Complaints to Bolton (course) and BFSU (infrastructure)



Networks & VLE
• Classroom internet - We have complaints about this every year. There’s really nothing we can do. We’ve tried. 

Aim to upload assignments early as we don’t accept my internet issues as an excuse for a missed deadline. 


• Digital Platforms (Maybe be private or public). You will need some form of online platform to deliver 
assignments and explore digital platforms. This platform is a substantial part of your assessment so it needs to 
be well designed. 


• Social Networks / Sharing / tools / apps (required) - Twitter / Facebook / Wechat / Vimeo or Youtube / Youku / 
SoundCloud or other embeddable audio / Instagram / Vine / periscope / Weibo / Snapchat


• Google Calendar for schedule 

• Dropbox for occasional file sharing 

• VPN’s are required 

• Email for formal correspondence or questions, (please stick to office hours 9 - 5pm on weekdays). Tutors deal 
with non urgent correspondence each Monday or Tuesday.  

• WeChat is useful for less formal questions + chat, and last minute notifications 

• Call us in an emergency  

• Facebook is great for sharing news, stories & technical information. 



Your Obligations

• Punctual start time –10am-4/5pm Mondays + Tuesdays, sharp. Being late is disruptive for both tutors and 
students and will not be tolerated. Arrive around 9.50 

• Some Monday evenings we could have some optional documentary screenings & take out 

• Computers in lectures / guest lectures - policy not in guest lectures, (notebooks allowed). Computers can 
sometimes be used in seminars, but not mobile phones. You’ll often be asked to close lids - notes are online.  

• Attending sessions (some of you may have photo skills, text skills already you can skip the basic sessions). 

• Intensives – critical to free up the entire week 

• Weekly assignments are briefed verbally and online. They must be delivered each Sunday night by midnight 
Beijing Time.  

• By Tuesday each week you should be able to ‘pitch’ your next weeks assignment. What’s the story focus? 
What your story is about? Why it’s interesting? Can you access it? What characters will you find / interview? 
What you will show? 

• Leave your excuses at home.



Equipment & Facilities

You are required to build up a Basic equipment - Video capable DSLR, 28mm – 
120 or 200mm lens, sound recorder, tie clip with at least 3m of cable, tripod, 
laptop, backpack.


Adobe Creative Cloud, you also need word-processing  & presentation 
software (Student versions are relatively inexpensive)


Library - let us know if you want anything specific 


Class drive available to pass around. Will be updated during the first intensive. 
It’s your responsibility to ask for and access this disk. Feel free to update it with 
relevant materials but ensure they are well organised. 



Visas, Accommodation, Student Cards etc.

Student visas, health check etc (Alina) 

Accommodation (Alina) 

Student Cards/Library (Alina) 

Enrolment with Bolton (Sharron) 

Student fees (Sharron / Alina)



Monitors / Reps / Admin Support
- Classroom Monitors (1) Ensure students to keep the classroom clean and tidy. Garbage needs to be cleared after each class. Any 

problem with the room - let us know. 


- Classroom Key Monitors (2) Ensure the classroom is open in the morning, locked at lunch and after class. Will need two set of 
keys. 


- Equipment monitors (2) Draw up a list of all equipment and systemise borrowing. Valuable items to be stored in Sharron’s office 
and must be signed in and out. Less valuable that can simply be borrowed and returned. Create a better storage system.


- Student Reps (2) The role of a Course Representative is to gather the views (positive and negative) from other students on their 
programme on academic matters and other elements of the student experience. These matters are then discussed at course level 
committees called Student-Staff Liaison Committees (SSLCs). SSLCs are usually chaired by a Programme Leader / Module Tutors. 

- Attendance + Assignment Monitor (1) We have an excel sheet that can be used for this


- Library Monitor / Photo copier (2) Organises books. Creates a list and borrowing system of two types, orders books as necessary. 


- Kitchen Monitor (1) Makes sure kitchen area is clean and tidy - that does not mean washing up for anyone else, simply remind 
student to keep their mugs clean. Orders washing up liquid, towels as necessary. 


- Online orderer (2) Orders classroom equipment occasionally


- Teacher assistant (1) Supports some light admin tasks


- Projector technician (1) Ensure that projector is ready to roll in the morning. Teach students how to use the projector and 
computers so that each student can present smoothly. Call technician in case of a problem. 


- Disk Monitor (1) Learning disk for self study materials. Updates and shares with students.


